
Product description
A used shelf rack with dimensions 3050x400x2500 mm is a type of storage system used for efficient storage of goods. Treated with a hot-
dip galvanized zinc coating, which protects the material from corrosion. This makes the storage rack durable and suitable for use in
environments where exposure to moisture or other weather conditions are possible. Divided into three sections. This allows for organized
storage of different types of goods and easy access to specific items. Each section of the shelf rack has eight shelves. The shelves in the
shelf rack are removable and height adjustable. This provides flexibility when storing goods of different sizes. It also makes it easy to clean
or adapt the racking to changing storage needs. Suitable for use in various environments, including warehouses, archives, workshops, and
stores.
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environments where exposure to moisture or other weather conditions are possible. Divided into three sections. This allows for organized
storage of different types of goods and easy access to specific items. Each section of the shelf rack has eight shelves. The shelves in the
shelf rack are removable and height adjustable. This provides flexibility when storing goods of different sizes. It also makes it easy to clean
or adapt the racking to changing storage needs. Suitable for use in various environments, including warehouses, archives, workshops, and
stores.

- 8x 250cm stands
- 48x shelves of 100x20 cm
- 48x supports of 40 cm
- 1x cross brace
- 4x screws
- 16x top caps

Specifications

Article arrangement: Used Type: static shelving rack

Version: complete with accessories Material: steel

Subgroup: Shelving used Shelves: adjustable in height

Surface treatment: galvanised with signs of use Width (mm): 3050

Internal width (mm): 970 Height (mm): 2500
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Depth (mm): 400 Internal depth (mm): 360

Type number: 8048GB EAN Code (Gtin) 8719424236125
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